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Educators

Association never met. in official convention with

elected delegates, It seemed destined to die in infancy, even
though

the National Union Educational Foundation offered to

underwrite travel costs involved in such a meeting of dele;.
gates,

The

The
change

EDITORIAL

first

stage

looked

as

it would be the last.

if

second stage Involved institutional support, and a

in the

format of publication, but not a change in the

structure of the organization publishing it,

In the Fall of 1961 the name Christian Educators Journal

appeared

FROM ME TO THEE
d
I
t

h
e

on

a

5 1/2 X 8 1/2

inch sixteen-page issue, The

lead editorial by Dr, John Van Bruggen explained the change.

d
u

The Education Department of Calvin College decided in April,

1961

to cooperate with these private citizens publishing the

Newsletter, and "to join them in improving their publication
and

making

it

more professional,"

Two members

of the

D.epartmen� were appointed to aid the existing editorial com
mittee,

In

addition to this support, the C.E.A. received

from the National Union Foundation in

1962,

$ 500

When Calvin

College matched the contribution a year later, the cumulative
effect was to put a financially shaky enterprise on a sounder
footing,

r

The

hope still was that regional teacher o ganiza

tions would also lend support to the Association and to sub
scription to the Journal, Only the latter succeeded,
The Midwest Christian Teachers Association, with

1200

�embers, was the first to take official action, At the Fall,
1962 institute the MCTA House of Delegates voted to increase

Changes

Some

Made

membership dues and to include subscription to the Journal
in its membership benefits,
largest

regional

influence on
.

N

ow entering its sixth year of .publication, the Journal
through several stages in both ownership and

format,

Hopefully the changes have been all to the good and
a periodical more substantial in size and
and read by more teachers, 'since the subscription

produced

�uality,
llst

has

recently expanded, both

may appreciate knowing
these pages.

new readers and others

what series of forces have shaped

In

The Midwest Christian Teachers Association,

for example, in
a small

had a committee on this very matter, In

19 57

group of teachers

agreed among

third stage dramatic changes in organizational

and

in the format and structure of the Journal

occurred,
For one

thing,

the

dream of a nation-wide Christian

Educators Association evaporated and an Association of exist
ing organizations took its place as the sponsor of the Journal,
At that time only three had lent financial and editorial board
support, and two of these were not even teacher organizations,

in

the Grand Rapids area

themselves that the best way to begin a pub

Other changes in this stage included an expanded size
and format, substantially that of this present issue. Separate
curriculum

C,E,A. Newsletter, Making themselves the Executive Commit
purely

paper

Educators Association,

organization

called the

Christian

they solicited manuscript'
, member-

sh.1p and subscriptions in this Newsletter. These brave souls,

departments

were

created, each with

its

own

editor. Color and illustrations were introduced. other special
columns have slowly been added since
averaged thirty-two pages.

1964,

and the size has

That brings us to today.

lication was to begin it rather than talk about it, Consequently
.
they burst upon the scene with a four page publication entitled
a

the

structure

of teacher associations have joined, and a complete listing of

to Christian school teachers had been at the talking stage in

many places,

of

the subsequent

them is on the inside front cover,

The idea o f a publication written by and chiefly addressed

tee

and

the MCTA Board provided the

but were the NUCS and Calvin College, Since then, a number

T H R E E STA G E S

1960

the Journal by

impetus for stage three•

has evolved
have

This vote of confidence by the

teacher organization,

A

FOURTH

STAGE

?

The Journal seems, finally, to have made its mark, so
to

speak.

With increased circulation has come increase in

with never a membership-readership of more than two hun

dred, and with money from private "angels," actually published

five issues in

1960

and

196 1 ,

In the early issues these teachers

did most of the writing themselves, making strong pleas for
greater professional awareness among educators, and for
more money and membership for their Association, They were

trying valiantly to create a national organization which would
tie together all the

Christian professional educators, They

hoped that regional associations would back them,
During

these two years the group received no official

institutional or organizational endorsement, and the Christian

3

finances with which to cr� more improvements. But the

four issues to six issues per year. It should also expand its
coverage of Christian education Via more special columns,

story has not ended.
Will there be

a

departments, and features. This means more work by more

foorth_ �tage that will boost the periodical

Wi\l it fizzle and fade in a few years?
both, charity and candor, that Christian

teachers spread over more regions than in the past.

into a stabht orbit., or
It must be said, with

A mark,

once made,

obliterated. Which will it

teachers themselves have, not been the first to feel the need

can be multiplied,

smudged or

be?

o . o.

of talking to each other about Christian education. Remember
that N UC S, whicb is .a school board organization, and Calvin
C ollege, which is a teacher training institution, have been
chiefly responable fw· �ts progress so far. Unless the rank
and file teachers themjlielves become more involved, in both

the readinc and writinl dimensions, it will fall short of stage
four.
Hopefully,
increase

in

th.�

next few

years,

this magazine

from

its publiahing schedule, at least

can

its present

midwestern metropolitan area. The primary aim of the study
was to compare the prestige systems of public and Christian
schools.

Since prior studies have shown that the dominant

social class background

�SOCIOlOGIST

of students has significant impact

on the prestige system of the high school, three high schools

:"$1.
SA'fS.

were singled out for study:

(1)

middle class students,

a Christian high school, and

public

high· school

(2)

a public high school with upper

(3)

a

wh!ch drew students primarily with working

class backgrounds. The following table, based on the occupa
tional status of the fathers of the respondents, reveals that
the Christian high

school falls between the two public high

schools in terms of social class background of its students.

HOW DO

PRESTIGE SYSTEMS

I N PUB LIC

Table

AND CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS COMPA R E ?

S

ociolOCiN

asaert

that

in

scboot, public

OF

any social system, prestige

Christian,

as

STATUS

(SOCIAL

CLASS)

OF

(3) we

White Collar

Blue Collar

12%
59%
70%

88%
41%
30%

Public HS

Total
lOOo/o
100%

lOOo/o

it is in society at

taken a ''hard look" at the prestige
found in adolescent high school sub-cultures. They

large. Socloloctlfts have
systems

OCCUPATIONAL

(1) UMC Public HS
(2) Christian HS

by its very detiattion iJ in scN"ce supply. Not every one has
it or gets it, but ev.eryone competes for it. This is as true in
any high

L

R ESPONDENTS• FATHERS

conclude that the f\mda,Jnotal competition in

a

high school is

not primarily for crad�· '-or for athletic achievements, nor
any other such attainme�. Rather, high schoolers compete
for "recognition and respeCt" - the elements of which prestige
is compoaed - in the eyes of their peers. To be sure, winning

T

·

o acquire information on how students gain respect and
recognition in these high schools, a self-supporting question
naire was employed. Approximately 100 boys and girls from

each school returned the questionnaire. All boys in the sample
were asked, "How would you most like to be remembered in
high school: as an athletic star, a brilliant student, or most

other significant adults is of some importance. More signifi

popular?" For girls the question was exactly the same except
that "a le-e.der in extra-curricular activities" was substituted

cantly, however, oompeij.Uon tor scholastic or athletic honors,

for the phrase

recognition and respect in the eyes of parents, teachers, and

as well as oompetit101l ·in other actiTities, is important to the

'

winnlni prestige in
1960 a Calvil,l·C(Illege
ferences in_ ���e �ystems
In

the eyes of other teen-agers.
seoior did a study of the dif
of. selected high schools in a

*THIS

COLUMN

A

IS

REGULJ,R

CHRI$TIAN EDUCATORS JOUR-

NAL,

DIFFERENT MEMBERS OF THE

SOCIOLOGY

BY

DE,..ARTMENT

4

OF

CALVIN

I
-�-�.!:-..-

- - - -----·

Table

U. HOW BOYS WOULD MOST LIKE TO BE REMEM

BERED IN HIGH SCHOOL.

FEATURE APPEARING

IN EACH IS.UE OF T�
AND WRITTEN

athletic star." The results from these

i

competitors, not on its C)WD accotlnt, but because it provides a
means of

"an

given in the following two tables.
questions are
.

COLLEGE.

UMC Public HS

Christian HS

we Public HS

Brilliant

Athletic

Most

Student

Star

Popular
39%
25%
20%

36%
45%
49%

25%
30o/o
31%

Total
100%
lOOo/o
100%

Table In. HOW GffiLS WOULD MOST LIKE TO BE REMEM
B ERED IN IDGH SCHOOL.
Leader in
Curricular

Most

Student

Activities

Popular

Total

43%
33%
27%

31%
10%
34%

100%
100%
100%

Christian HS

we Public HS

prestige

in the

eyes

of peers through

social class background of the

school. On the other hand, the data for girls is supported by
studies.

Generally, the higher the social class back

"activities leader " for girls as a means of gaining respect
and recognition in the eyes of fellow students.
In

conclusion, this

study does not find much that is

unique about C hristian high school adolescent sub-culture, that

It should be noted at this point that these data are the

r esults of only one investigation. Any conclusions or gener al

izations from such data can be accepteg only tenuously; one
should avoid pushing analysis to unrealistic extremes. Confi

dence in generalizations drawn from these data can be gained
of!lyg continuing rese ar ch.

In

achieving

ground of the high school, the more attractive is the role of

Brilliant

26%
57%
39%

on

athletics, r egardless of the
other

Extra-

UMC Public HS

boys

is,

in their

choice of the three prestige systems. The only

proposition to be suggested here ls that ther e is greater social
r eward for Christian high school females in seeking to be
"brilliant students" and a considerable de-emphasis of "popu

l arity" as a mell,ll s for gaining prestige, than what normally
is expected. Outside of this, there seems to be a more general

conclusion: that social class background could almost as ac-

this analysis it is assumed that when a high percen
students have

tage of the

"brilliant student,"

chosen the same response (e.g.,

" athletic star," etc.) that this r eflects

a definite preference for that kind of prestige. If r esponses
show a fairly even per centage distribution, we assume that
there at least thr ee equally acceptable channels for pr estige
achievement. Unfortunately this study is in no way complete
and leaves several questions unanswered. F or example, the

findings of this study would have been enhanced if inform ation
had been collected for two additional matter s: (1) the amount
of "overlapping" which occur s between prestige systems, e.g.,

the number of respondents wishing to be remembered as both
students

brilliant

and star

athletes;

(2)

the

extent of the

influence of "leadership cliques" on prestige systems of high
schools.

Nevertheless, there are some interesting propositions

that can be drawn from

this particular

study. F ir st, it is

curately predict the predominance of certain types of prestige

systems found in these high schools, if the Christian ver sus
public comparison wer e omitted.

In

other words, the fact that

one of the high schools in this study was Christian had little

impact on the outcome of the data. Hence, as the social class
background of the C hristian high school tends to fall between
that of the other two public high schools, the r elative domi

nance of the various pr estige system s in the Christian high

worthwhile noting that in almost all the high schools, less than

school

This would seem to openly conflict with the public interest of

question arises, does the nature of prestige systems in our

teachers and parents alike, since the majority of the students

Christian high

do

how many other patterns in our so-called "Christian way of

halt the students wish to be r emembered as brilliant students.

not

feel

"scholastic· success"

is the

most r ewarding

achievement in the eyes of their peer s. Consequently energies

are expended to

achieve pr estige

other than academic achievement.

and

esteem in activities

W

hlle generally it seems that all prestige achievem ent

also

lies

somewhere between the two public high

schools with their

differ ent

schools

activities,

MEDIATENESS,

ferences. One of the most obvious differ ences is the tendency
for boys of the upper-middle class high school to want to be

r em embered as the "most popular," and girls in the C hris

tian and working class high schools to be attracted toward
r emembr ance as
upper-middle

•'brilliant students."

class high

A

D ISTINCTNESS,

GIVEN

TO

S TAGE

OF

WHICH

HUMAN
THEIR

WITH

NO

AN

OTHER

CREATURES

IN

IM
HELP
ANY

HUMAN LIFE CAN POS-

S IBLY G IVE AGAIN.

PHILLIPS BROOKS

Ironically it is the

school which displays the highest

proportion of graduates who continue on to college.
sense, these results

follow the class line? Furthermore,

HE WHO HELPS A CHILD HELPS HUMANITY

systems - academic achievement, sports or extra-curricular

all the high schools studied, there are som e important dif

class backgrounds. The

life" also follow the class line ?

WITH

and popularity - are significantly represented in

social

In

one

are somewhat unexpected in the light

of similar studies which find a tremendous emphasis among

A KNOWLEDGE OF HOW TO ACQUIRE KNOW
LEDGE

IS

A

PERMANENT

WHICH CAN BE

POSSESSION

US ED THROUGHOUT LIF�
CHARLES A. BEARD

NOT

THE

FACT

YOU MAKE OF IT •

AVAILS,

BUT

THE

USE

RALPH W. EMERSON

PROFESSION- WIDE

editorial

the subject,

C R EATIVITY: SOME NOT ES A N D QUOT ES

but

"Though
early

discovered,

their special

Wt

thin the pages of previous issues of this journal, the

also about

few

children
possess

distinction.

its

application for the teacher.

are
gifts

geniuses,

all children, I

which may become

later

A thousand talents await recogni

tion."

subject of creativity has been dealt with in relation to writing

"Someone should stand by in the early years to watch

and dramatics. It would be correct to assume that the authors

for and foster these natural endowments. It is not enough to

of these articles used the term in its general sense. More

discern a native gift; it must be enticed out again and again.

over, this is the way the term is usually used in conjunction

It

with

it must be protected against the annihilating effect of social

the

classroom

and

the teacher's

concern with the

development of the individual child.

needs

exercise in an atmosphere of approval. Above an,

condemnation."

Hughes Mearns has much to offer on creativity in his

"Too many teachers - and this includes many professors -

book, CREATIVE POWER. He speaks not only broadly about

seem never to travel far from the books they have studied,
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but that is only where the instruments of learning are polished
and made ready for personal adventure. The peculiar mark of
the creative teacher - as differentfrom all other businesses
of man - is not his learning alone but his ability to transform
others by the contagion of his own peculiar creative powers.

If he can only repeat the studied work of another but is unable

to create something of his very own, his teaching will be of
minor importance."

Consider now the twofold use of the term creativity Within
the

classroom.

For

those

students

who possess general

creative ability, the teacher is the controlling figure who will
either
this

promote or stifle

the outgrowth and development of

ability. These are the many students who may succeed

''because of" a creative teacher.
Even though the creative teacher would also provide a
stimulating
ity,"

atmosphere for those possessing true "creativ

could it

personalities

be that these few who have strong, individual
may also

succeed

"in spite of"

a teacher?

The Steely-Eyed Starer

The Socratic Enta119ler

PEDAGOGICAL
PROTOTYPES :
"WAYS
OF
MAKING
POINTS"

(COm/lihd 6�

£!! SttJff)

6

THE TWO FACES OF CREATIVITY

M AR CIA

Z wiE R S

*

for such expression, In short, these investigators view the
creative as a delicate bud found in all persons which needs,

T

he finest compliment which one per�on can pay another

nowadays is to describe him or her as "creative." The term

in order to blossom, the careful nurturing of a perceptive
teacher.

"creativity" is a "many-splendored thing"; its conventional

Another group of educators and psychologists takes a

meaning is related to the chance whimsy of the apt remark of

different approach to creativity. To these persons, the creative

the youngster and the awesome grandeur of a Beethoven sym

individual is one who has produced a singularly unique identi

phony.

fiable

whatever situtaion applied, this magic word connotes

In

something.

The

process

of

behaving creatively is

identifiable only in as much as it is related to an original and

the new, the imaginative, the original,
Many persons in the fields of psychology and education

significant

which by the test of time and in the

opinion

ativity." If the scientist is to formulate generalizations based

creative person is to meet a member of a tiny minority who

on studied observations of this type of behavior, then he must

be

able to differentiate it clearly from other forms of behavior.

of

contribution

are concerned about the precise meaning of the term "cre

experts in the field is

adjudged so. To meet ·a

has given to society a highly unique product

or idea, For

every one thousand highly intelligent persons there is only

If the educator is to build into the educational enterprise

one truly creative person, The term cannot possibly be used

recognition of all of the cognitive potentialities of the learner

to describe the efforts of both the sixth grader who writes an

then some consensus of opinion is badly needed here, too.

original poem and that of William Shakespeare. The activity

Who is the "creative" person? Which behaviors having

of the sixth grader is of a different kind rather than of a dif

which kinds of characteristics are appropriately labeled thus?

ferent degree, i.e. it represents qualitative as well as quan

The word, of course, is a concept or construct which is used

titive differences in behavior.

to describe something. It does not occupy space; it is not

The experimental methods employed in the exploration
of creativity by the two groups of investigators would, of
necessity, be quite different. Those who view creativity as

directly measurable, On that we should agree from the outset.

In

the accumulating body of literature associated with

creativity, two main streams of thought have emerged. These

a

two faces

tests

exclude

of creativity are quite different; to hold one is to

the

other for the most part. One approach implies

an operational orientation diametrically opposed to the other.
Fortunately, the apparent conflict is not related to disciplinary
lines, i.e. the educators are not on one side of the fence and
the psychologists on the other. Eminent persons associated
with

both

of

these

fields

are

general developing process have constructed a variety of
which may be used to identify the creative person.

For example,
answers

to

the child who gives many unique and original

a

question such as "How many uses can you
think of for a brick?" is exhibiting such potential, Those
who view creativity as related to an eminent product seek
out those few individuals in society who have made singularly

represented on each side.

First of all, there is a group of investigators who view
creativity as a general ability encompassing a number of
cognitive
creative,

and
a

personality characteristics,

To be adjudged

person must evidence the ability to solve pro

blems in a systematic and effective way; he must exhibit
originality and an adaptive flexibility with regard to existing
need and situation; he must demonstrate fluency in his ideas
and his working vocabulary; and, he must be highly sensitive
to problems.
ingenious

In

essence, whenever a person behaves as an

problem-solver

or

problem-finder,

he

may be

described as a "creative" individual or his behavior may be
described as "creative."
Certain of these investigators stress the importance of
a

general awareness on the part of educators that all children,

to a certain degree, possess this ability or the potential for
it. They advocate strongly an atmosphere of encouragement

in the classroom - a planned nurturing of all behaviors as
sociated with

"discovering" problems and solutions. They

are vitall y concerned with an over-emphasis on the teaching

of skills and instruction which tends to suppress the develop
ment of the self-initiated or does not provide sufficient time
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which he works " , "tends to question the orders of superiors",
and "dislikes routine jobs. "

To use an analogy, a child is bouncing a ball on the side

walk in front of his home. He notices suddenly that if he drops
the ball from a position above his head it makes a different
sound when it hits the pavement than when he drops it from
from
head

a position hear his waist. So, he proceeds to cock his

and listen to the sounds of the ball as it hits the pave

ment. His gr andfather is Dr . P auling, a scientific genius who

h as given the world the understanding of a process of breath
unique contributions, explore

all

facets of their personalities

in relation to the personalities of · others considered to be
successful

general,

�n

their respective fields but not cr eative. In

these

investigators have found the creative person

to be the individual who has a good opinion of himself but is
frank in his criticism of self. Further , he is inventive, deter 

mined,

independent,

enthusiastic,

industrious,

and inclined

above all things to stress his individuality. The non - creative,

but successful person is the individual who is r esponsible,
sincere, r eliable, dependable, clear thinking, tolerant, under

taking propensity. Are both of these persons behaving cr ea
tively? Is it not possible that one is simply out of the other ' s
''league ?"
It

would appear that the

basically
atively

two faces of

.cr eativity ar e

incompatible even though they would call for r el

similar

r ecommendations

for

the

classroom.

To

choose one approach over the other is not to be more demo

cratic. Rather, this is a Jproblem of functional sem antics. It

h as been suggested that different ter ms be used to denote
these two faces: the term "general cr eative abilities" for the

standing, and inclined above all things to str ess good charac

potential for original behaviors and the ter m "creativity" for

associated with behavioral descriptions of creative persons

not we

ter and sympathethic concern for other s. Som e of the behaviors
include: "a need to find out things by himself " , "a preoccupa

tion with pet Projects " , "an enthusiasm about all projects on

those behavior s associated with unique products. Whether or
make

changes

in . our terminology, we owe it to our

r eaders and our listeners to specify which approach we ar e
taking to this thing called "creativity."

WANTED: A CHRIS TIAN PHILO SOPHY
OF EDUCATI ON:
T

here it was in black and white, a bit shocking and hard

to accept, but there it was. The class was studying a course in
educational philosophy at a lar ge state university in the summer

of 1965. The text was recently revised and highly regarded. In
a

summary chapter, the author reviewed the various prevalent

philosophies of education: idealist, naturalist, pragmatist, etc.
He

included

a clear

and compr ehensive

statement of the

Thomistic position expr essed in Rom an C atholic parochial
educa�on.
omission
might

Then

came

the footnote. H e explained that his

of a Protestant C hristian Philosophy of education

appear

strange,

but the fact is that ther e isn't any

Christian philosophy of education to be reported on. A C hris

tian school supporter would have been insensitive, indeed, not

be have been struck with it. One could hardly brush it off with
the defense that the author was prejudiced against C hr istian

ity. In earlier treatment of r eality, hum an natur e, and values,
he had given laudably fair and compr ehensive statements of
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the

Biblical

position. Yet he said there wasn't a Protestant

Christian philosophy of education. The remark gave one the
embar rassed feeling of a hard-running,

through

whose

clear-fielded end,

fingers the touchdown pass had just slipped,

or of the contract-winning construction company which found
that its bid on a brick chur ch had not included the cost of the
bricks. Is the charge r eally true? Does it make any difference?
What can be done about it?

No one who knows the schools of Reformed persuasion

can qustion that there is a distinctive Reformed world and
life

view. In m any

a

schoolroom the patient instruction of a
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Godly teacher has opened Christian windows on the world in
the minds of Christian school students. (The work of such
teachers m akes the sacrifice involved in maintaining C hristian
schools eternally worthwhile.) Sur ely one cannot say that these
teachers have no Christian philosophy of education, Yet the
fear persists that because it is incoherent and undefined, it
loses much of the for ce it ought to have. F aith rises repeatedly
to assert that God is - that He is sovereign- and that His
glory is the end of all being, but stumbles in the attempt to
relate these glorious doctrines to practical subject-matter
disciplines. The Christian view of education is more theology
than philosophy. The light of the Word of God, so magnificently
apparent in the theology of the R eform ation, does not seem to
have penetrated to a corresponding degree into other areas of
human scholar ship. It is true, without question, that ther e is
no complete, coherent statement of Christian educational
philosophy that has wide currency. Sporadic efforts have been
made, beginnings have appear ed her e and ther e, but little
seems to have come of them. In a day when printing is cheaper,
easier, and more attractive than ever befor e, ther e exists
little pressur e for distinctive Christian textbooks in every
subject area. Our Christian philosophy of education does not
seem to dem and them. Perhaps this is because it is ill-formed
itself.
It may be, however, that there is another way of looking
at this matter . Since idealism, naturalism, pragmatism, and
the other views are already well worked out, can one not take
a Christian form of one of them ? Won't Christian idealism
or Christian pragmatism do for a Christian philosophy of
education 7 The answer is that any such hybridization produces
sterile progeny. E ach of these viewpoints has deep-seated
presuppositions, particularly, the assumption of the indepen
dence of human reason. A Christian pragmatist, whatever he
may be personally in the ar ea of his faith, turns out philo
sophically to be either not r eally Christian or not really
pragmatist. As the old saying goes, when two men ride on one
horse, one of them has to ride in front.
The Roman C atholic position would seem preferable to
this. As a m atter of fact, many Protestant Christian educators
are probably a good deal near er to the C atholic position than
they realize. The good St. Thomas, faced with the incursion
of intellectually heady Aristotelian philosophy into the fortress
of medieval C atholic dogma, came up with a solution that has
survived the centuries r em arkably well. He fabricated a
philosophy something like a double-decker London bus. P lacing
human r eason as the conductor on the lower level,.he made
truth in the realm of natur e accessible to anyone possessed
of the capacity for logical thinking, without r egard to his
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r eligious convictions. At the· stairway to the upper level, the
r ealm of gr ace or supernature, he stationed the Church,
insisting that understanding of the truth in the ar ea of God and
heaven and eternal life was accessible only by the light of
r evelation mediated through the dogma of the Chur ch. But this
is no solution for the Reformed C hristian either . No one who
believes that the fear of the L ord is the chief part of wisdom
can agree that truth in the wide area of so-called natural law
can be compr ehended without the light of the Word of God.
It would appear then that the footnote was right. Thomism
won't do and syncretism won't do; but if we do have a philos
ophy it is yet to be put on paper .

T

he next question is: Does it really matter that we don't
have an elaborated Christian philosophy of education? Philoso
phy doesn't dig any potatoes or build any houses, does it?
Isn•t philosophy only theoretical and impractical after all ?
Yes, philosophizing m ay be quite ivory-towered and
impractical, but philosophy itself is perilously potent. Ideas
are deceptively powerful. They have a way of fading for a
time, but r eapparing in the most har sh and practical realities.
Neitzsche died miser ably insane, but a few decades later his
stark philosophy reappeared to haunt Europe in the frightful
tread of the Nazi storm trooper and the horrors of the gas
chambers. The introducti!ln to a recent edition of part of
Hegel's works suggests that there has not been a political
view since Hegel' s time that was not affected by him. One
writer even holds that World War II may be viewed as a con
flict between two opposing camps of Hegelians and that at
Stalingrad the left wing and right wing Hegelians met in
mortal combat. Nor is this a strange view to the Bible believer.
The temptation in the garden came in the form of a false view
of life and the world. The spirit that now works in the children
of disobedience does so by means of a twisted appr ehension
of the way things are. The truth which sets us free is not, to
be sure, a philosophy - it is a Person, but this contrast must
not blind us to the fact that the knowledge of Christ comes to
us in concepts that embody a distinctive view of life and of
the world and which, therefor e, have implications for every
aspect of humarr life, culture, and endeavor. Ideas are power
ful.
F urthermore, actions always embody ideas of one sort or
another. C learly defined ideas seem to result in powerful
actions, whether for good or for ill. C onfused and self-contra
dictory ideas issue in actions that are of little real moment·
in the world. Like the bugle that blows uncertainly, or the
fighter who beats the air, they don't accomplish much. If it
is true that our " Christian" philosophy of education is an
unholy mixture of sound Reformed theology and humanistic
secular thinking, it is not surprising that we have not spelled
it out, nor is it likely it will produce a world-startling and
God-glorifying Christian witness.
What is to be done ? If we do not yet have a truly Chris
tian philosophy of education and if the effectiveness of our
work in Christian schools depends on having one, the answer
is obvious. It is time that we sought the light of the World of
God upon ar eas beyond the theological. It is urgent that we
struggle to discover the significance of the Biblical view of
r eality for the whole sweep of scholarship and that we in
corporate this Biblical view in teacher training courses and
in Christian textbooks, which will undergird, rather than
under mine, our Christian school effort. Who is likely to do
it if Christian educator s don•t? And if they don't, are Christian
schools likely to survive ?
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I'M NOT A TURTLE
an adventure in the mind and life of a child
by Ron Matthies

ILLUSTRATED BY JANET MATTHIES

I looked over my eyes

and the whole room was laughing
in their hands.
Everyone except me and teacher.
I dipped my finger in Nathan's back
and said, What's happening?
He said, On her desk.
That's all he said
and it took me a while.
I'm slow sometimes.
I saw them though.
I saw them on her desk.
She saw them too.
They were turtles. Two of them.
They stumbled across her desk
over the paper and .the pencils,
over the calendar and the apple
She let them.
She would've let them fall over the edge
and break their shells on the wood
I didn't let them.
I shouted, Don't let them fall.
She swung her finger in the air
Towards me.
She made her mouth a mean ball
and dragged her nose down to her lips.
So it was you, she said.
That does it, she said.
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It wasn't me.
I never saw the turtles
until they went plopping across her desk.
But she blamed me for everything
because I usually had done everything.
I wasn't mean.
I just wanted her to notice me
and she never did unless I was mean.
She never noticed my school work
except to say it was the worst in the class.
I guess it was.
I guess I'm not just slow. I'm dumb.
Teacher thinks so.
The kids think so.
They laugh at me. Right on my face they laugh
and breathe all over me.
I've heard them say, Boy, you sure pulled a
Gordie larson.
That's my nam�Gordon larson.
I know what they mean, too.
They mean that something dumb was done.

Teacher put my ear in her fingers

...

and pulled me up from my desk.
She said, We're going to the psychologist.
We did too.
We went together
through the empty hall
that smelled of wet
and chalk and lavatories.
We went together
until she let my ear loose.
We were in front of a door.
It was covered with fat gold letters.
It was the psychologist's room.
I could tell. The door letters started with P
and ended with T.
Teacher made a fist,
but she didn't hit me.
She knocked on the door
and man sounds started on the other side,
Yes. Come in, please.
We came in. Teacher and me.
She looked mean again
and she wanted me to feel bad.
I could tell. But I felt good
because she was noticing me.
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I didn't like him
because teacher left.
He had hair on his face,
under his nose.
He sat a long time and didn't say anything
He just pulled on that hair under his nose.
He said, We're going to play a game.
I knew right away he was lying.
You don't play games with psychologists.
I was right, too,
because he slipped and said,
This is the Roar Shock Test.
So it was a test. I knew

about tests.

They certainly weren't games.
I felt sorry for a min ute.

Hetd spi l l ed ink all over his Roar Shock.
But he didn't m ind.
He said there were p ictu res hidden in the ink.
There weren't.
There were just big ink splotches.
He said, What do you seel
I said, Spilled ink.
He said, LOO K harder. Try to see pictu res.
I did. I tried. I slit my eyes

and pus hed the paper'to my nose

and held it far away.

There weren't any pi ctu res. I tol d him so.
Then he really tugged that hair.

He tried another test.
He called it the Ape Procession test.
This time there were pictures.
I could see them. I said,
I see them. I see the p ictu res.
He said, Of course you do.
I want you to tell me a story
about the people in these pictures.
I didn't though.
How could l l
How can you tel t stories
about someone you don't know.
He was mad at me.
I could tell by his eyes
and his hands were fists.
Teacher came back.
I didn't look at her.
I just looked
at my shoes where Mother had tied them.
I wanted to run out of that room.
The man said something about
adjustment and p roblems
and not retarded.
They talked like I wasn't there.
People always did
like I had a turtle shell.
But I'm not a turtle. I'm like
anyone el se.
Can't you hurt inside j ust because you're dumbl
I hurt i nside.
I hurt all the,. time.
But no one even notices.
If they did, I might not be

so

d umb.
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studied in the classroom.

In this issue we have two articles

written by experienced junior high school teachers in which

EDITORIAL

they

present their ideas

on the content of the junior high

school science curriculum and how this curriculum can · apply
In the past ten years

we have seen many changes in the

science curricula of our schools.

The advent of Sputnik I

not only increased emphasis on science at all levels of edu
cation,

but

science.

also
The

learning

of

changed
typical

the approach to the teaching of

science

course

definitions, theories, laws,

application of these.

once involved the
formulae,

student must be taught to think scientifically.
of

material,

portant,

and the

Today the emphasis has shifted.

The

The amount

even the topics covered, are really not so im

so long

as they are thoroughly understood,

our Christian

principles.

Hopefully we will have a similar

articles at different grade levels in future issues.
We would also encourage other science teacher s at all
grade levels to write a brief description of how you teach a
p articular science topic to your class in a distinctly Christian
These contributions would be published in future issues,

way.

and would help make this department of the Journal truly
profitable for its readers, thus providing better Christian
education for our students.

w. s .

The

conscientious teacher, who tries to evaluate his course or to
select a new textbook, is immediately faced with the choice
of approach - the modern or traditional?
Perhaps the best way to solve the problem is to review
the

objectives

of

the

teaching

of

science in a Christian

school.

Are

our

objectives

really

school.

Are

our

objectives

really different from those

of the public schools ?

different from thise

If our objectives are different, should

our science curriculum be distinctive also ?

Or is the dif

ference only in the way in which the knowledge is applied?
How do we differ in our method of teaching the average les
son in our classes ?

Is there really a Christian approach

What ' s the B I G Idea ?

and application to the various topics we cover?

In

'
our college education courses we were taught principles

of Christian education.

The application of these principles,

however, was left primarily to the individual.

We

as

teachers

can profit from reading examples of how our colleagues in
other schools apply these principles to very definite topics
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he kind of science taught in many of our schools and
consists

of massive doses of facts

without

conceptual order, without unity, without a knowledge of their
development, and without a feeling for the intellectual methods
that pulled these facts from nature." - D r. Paul De Hart Hurd,
Stanford University.
This shocking indictment should gain the attention of

all who are genuinely concerned with education. It should
especially stir the conscience of anyone associated with the
teaching of science - for the indictment is true! It manifests
itself at every level of science education, be it in the college
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laboratory or in the elementary classroom , Nowher e, how
ever, is it more vividly portr ayed than in today•s junior high
school, where it takes on the guise of "general science,"
In all fairness to those who labor at this level, and for
the benefit of those far r emoved from it, let me say that
steps have been taken to improve the science education
her e. What is being taught has taken on a more technical na
tur e, as sound textbooks bring basic scientific principles into
sharpe�; focus than ever before, and do so in ways more
appealing to the adolescent, In m any cases the gim micks,
the sensationalism, and the ' 'Mickey Mouse Club" atmosphere
have given way to serious scientific study.
In spite of these strides, major problems remain which
interfere, violate, and in some cases even destroy the very
purpose of science education, Without a well established pro
gram, "general science" can easily become so broad, so
all-inclusive, and so general that it could perhaps be better
known as "gener al confusion. "
A good science program deserves a regular class period
every day of the school year. I cannot conceive of science
being taught on alternating days, alternating marking periods,
or alternating semester s, If science merits a place in the
school curriculum, it merits a full and complete place,
FA CET S OF A S OU N D P R OG RA M
A good science program contains a balanced selection
of material from all of the sciences. V ery often teacher s in
j unior high school tend to over-emphasize "pet sciences" those in which they have received the bulk of their training,
whereas other important areas are too frequently slighted
or, even worse, omitted,
A good science program is integrated by other areas
of the curriculum. Do you exploit m athematics to its fullest
as you study chemical equations, Ohm ' s L aw, or the Work
Principle ? Principles become more meaningful and pr actical
if they can be worked out by the student. Correlating the
students• knowledge of geogr aphy with principles of geology
and meteorology possesses great carry-over potential,
A good science program is closely correlated with the
sciences taught in the high school and the primary gr ades.
M eeting with teacher s from affiliated schools serves to
strengthen the science program in all the schools con
cerned,
Merits of certain areas can be discussed, trouble
spots can be pointed out, and unnecessary overlapping
eliminated, To see your program as others see it can be a
profitable experience.
" D evelop critical thinking" . , . "Encour age individual ex
ploration"
"nurtur e the scientific inter ests of the individual "
, ,These are thr ee goals of science education - goals which
ar e sometimes abandoned for the sake of expediency. Too often
junior high science uses a descriptive, teacher-centered ap
proach, Be honest - put yourself in the student's desk. Im agine
the scientific skills you would learn, the critical thinking you
would do, how much individual investigation you would under
take, from hearing your teacher just talk about science !
Science must become more student- center ed. We must allow
for the individual investigation, for the se goals are realized
from within the individual.
Students should have opportunity to conduct experiments
themselves, not merely watch demonstrations of them . Some
experiments can be as signed as homework, provided the stu
dents are given a worksheet of instructions and questions on
the experiment. L aboratory work in the classroom itself
should be an essential part of the progr am, especially in the
• • •

•

study of biology. Even though there may not be lab tables,
desks can be rearranged as an improvisation. Group work
should be included to allow students to share ideas and learn
from one another . A unit on the hum an body, with groups
for mulated according to the various systems can serve as
a good starter for this type of work.
When the ener gy, enthusiasm, and devotion of today•s
adolescent ar e channeled, science becomes a living and re
warding experience for both student and teacher.
S CI ENCE A N D FA IT H
The old "conflict" between science and the Christian
faith seems to have instilled today•s teacher With a fear of
attempting corr elations of the two. As a result, Christian
per spective in science teaching m ay be totally avoided, or
given superficial treatment 'in the form of an occasional
pious phr ase, awkward to student and teacher alike,
Christian commitment is not something which can be
tacked on as an addition to the subject matter. It must be the
foundation of the course and must r adiate from the teaching
of it throughout the year .
The student should see at the very beginning of the
cour se that God has revealed Himself in His universe as well
as in His Word. Science enables us to better under stand this
univer se, and in so doing our concept of God's Wisdom and
greatness will be enriched. The student should see the trem
endous value of the scientific method in reaching scientific
conclusions. At the same time he should realize that as
Christians we accept certain things by faith alone, Also that
this faith in God' s Word will certainly tend to influence our
interpretation of what we study, and we need not apologize
for this.
Once the teacher has laid these foundations, Christian
interpretation does not seem awkward when applied to the
intricacy of the atom, the magnitude of the universe, or
the m arvel of the living cell. These foundations and interpr e
'
tations, however , should not be an end unto themselves. They
should provide a framework in which the Christian faith and
science are not alienated from one another, but wher e each
respects and enhances the other, When science is conscien
tiously taught and studied within this framework, the con
clusion of the student certainly must be, ' 'How great Thou
art ! "
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GENERAL (CONFUSION ) SCIENCE
O

ne ' s definition of science influences his teaching. An
exceifent definition by Dr. James B. Conant suggests that
science "consists of a series of conceptual schemes developed
through observations and experiments and leading to further
conceptual schemes." Man as a scientist is a concept seeker,
and he explores the universe to seek orderly explanations of
its phenomena.
It is clearly the r esponsibility of the Christian teacher of
science to give his students every opportunity to explor e the
physical univer se, in order that they m ay seek orderly
explanations of the objects and events which they observe.
The challenge of the teacher is to guide the natural curiosity
of his students into finding reliable answers, and to further
channel this natural inquisitivene ss into new fields of dis
covery. The teacher helps his students to uncover concepts
and to form conceptual schemes.
The teacher ' s product should be a student who under
stands his world better, being able to use concepts to give

him orderly explanations for the objects and events what
will later confront him . Teaching of concepts gives relevance
to a course of study and unity of meaning to his experiences.
In a sense, science is an experience in search of mean
ing. It is an experience in a search for a conceptual framework
for understanding the world in which we live. F or example,
m any laboratory workers must have noted the growth of
"penicillium" in their Petri dishes - but only a few of them
had developed the conceptual framework to enable them to
recognize the importance of the event. Alexander Fleming was
one.
Even before the first man-made satellite was launched,
scientists and science teacher s had begun to evaluate science
cour ses in a search for a better presentation of "meaning"
in science education. Such groups as the Physical S cience
Study Committee, the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study,
and the CHEM Study Committee wer e formed. Their cour ses
of study, followed by the publishing of teaching materials,
produced changes in both the content and approach to the
teaching of high school biology, chemistry, and physics
courses. The impact of these changes led inevitably to a
�
re-evaluation of the science offerings in the earlier grades. One of the tangible results has been tha allotment of mor e
time to the study of science in our junior high schools.
The impact of curriculum changes and modifications
of better science facilities, and of increased classroom
time has, in general, resulted in new patterns of organizing
junior high school science around major conceptual schemes.
Two m ajor themes have emerged which consolidate concepts
around the relationships of living things and their environ
ment (biology and ecology), and the r elationships between
m atter and energy. As a result, the general science courses
in junior high school ar e now variously called life science,
earth science (including meteorology and space), and physical
science. Considerable overlapping in these areas is obvious.
Green plants, for example, use the m atter of the earth and
the energy of sunlight in photosynthesis. Again, physical
laws affect all living things: Newton's L aws of Motion apply
to persons in a speeding vehicle as well as to the launching
of a rocket. In other words, relationships among living things,
matter and energy are best expr essed as conceptual schemes
that tend to give unity, meaning and r elevance to areas of
specialization in science. Junior high school experiences in
science must help the student build a fr amework for under
standing his world and for later specialization, should he
make science a career.
Let us state three examples of conceptual schemes
(large organized patterns to give unity to objects and events)
which can be comprehended by junior high school students:
* M R . KAS S 1
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mor al bases which undergird it, F or e.xample, after warning
about value hunting and moral homilies, the r eport states,
But the Commission believes that no discussion, no
study' no re ading of any work is complete without
some consideration of possible extrinsic meaning,
meaning that brings the work directly against the
reader ' s own philosophical convictions and experi
ence, It may be ironic that, after so many years of
_

EDITORIAL
*

On Freedom and D i sc i p l i ne i n E ng li sh

E

very workman has a few tools he reaches for again"
and again - the r eliable shears, the sturdy ladder, the sound
book, F r eedom and Discipline in English, (1965)1 may become
such a tool for English teacher s, Out of the work of the Col
lege Entrance Exam Board cam e the Commission on English,
Their summer institutes have formed the pattern for ND EA
programs, and their r eport on curriculum cannot be ignored
by faculty study committees, College departments should
evaluate its "qualifications for teacher s," and the sections of
language, on literature, and on composition should help
teachers rethink staid practices,
The book is sane. It sees that the latest fads in method
and matter need not be the finest approach to the hum anities.
It reminds us that literature is a unique art form , but also
the expression of the human spirit, Therefore the author s
maintain the need for careful study o f the intrinsic meaning
of a work, but urge the consider ation of the philosophic and
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complaint about teachers who taught the mor al
instead of the work, warning should now be given
against the incompleteness of any study of literature
that avoids this consideration. But the C om mission
believes that "close reading" may as r eadily
sterilize the study of literature as mor alizing once
stultified it, Perhaps the warning is needless, not
just because, as Samuel Johnson said, all men ar e
moralists, but because once men begin to ask
questions, they cannot stop short of the most press
ing question of all: What does this mean about
life ? (p. 72)
The Christian teacher has known this to be our impetus
- to aid the word-forming child of God to judge, in art form,
alternative answers that have been given to the meaning of
life. Hence, M. Meeter •s concern in selecting significant
plays, and M. V enema' s unit on courage,

The r eport is

also provocative. It provokes one to re
not only goals but also the structure of a curriculum,
and prods one to attempt approaches slighted in past years.
F or instance, the critical process is discussed at length,
with consideration of a list of questions that might be asked
for every work studied - questions of form, of content, of
value. A useful bibliography encourages the teacher to pursue
the critical process for him self in order that he m ay guide
students to the questions they must increasingly ask themselves
if they are to grow into - for us - intelligent Christian critics.
The report discusses the questions for learning, teaching, and
testing that each teacher should grow adept at. On ' •teaching
questions," for example,
A teacher using this method does not ask questions
at r andom or questions that lead to nowher e. He
must have a clear idea before he begins the steps
by which he plans to proceed, and he must know

thin k

· beforehand the answer s · (there may be more than
one to each question, of course,) that make the
next questions r elevant.
Ideally, the teaching questions begin either with
the issue on which interest is likely to be highest
and answers most varied and assertive, or at a
point of decision on which most other decisions
about the text will depend, (p, 77)
And in summarizing section,
The foregoing discussion of "critical questions"
about liter atur e suggests, as it is meant to do, that
the process of questioning is essential to critical
activity. It represents not only a procedure but an
attitude, and the attitude is one thatthe Commission
believes should dominate the English classroom in
- secondary school whenever literature is being read
or taught. The spirit of inquiry, the belief that an
swer s ar e worth working for , and the willingness
to accept answer s that ar e less than final and
absolute: these characterize the attitude most likely
to make the study of literature worthwhile, espec
ially for the adolescent, to whom questions and
the effort to answer them ar e almost a way of
life. (p, 7 6)
Herein ar e the tensions for the Christian, It places a
large concern before each of us - elementary to college:
"How shall I continue t.o lay the foundation for Christian
maturity and further the truth of the Reformed heritage, yet
avoid being so dogmatic in my literature class that I destroy
the zest of exploring, the discomfort of tempor ary uncertainty,
thereby preventing perhaps the hard-r eached conviction that
becomes one • s own by struggle ?" The question of the Com
mission should encourage us to rethink · the growth - or lack
of it - that goes on in our classrooms through apt - or
inept - questioning.
The book is a tool for stirring at the roots of composition
progr ams and language studies as well ,perhaps next issue.
• •
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Thematic Unit on Coura g e
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recent article (April, 1966) in the C HRISTIAN EDUC A
TORS JOURNAL by Dr. Donald Oppewal, "Organizing litera
ture into thematic units is superior to other forms on the
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ground that it enables teachers more effectively to achieve
those major goals .of Christian education to which they ar e
I write in support
committed because o f their theology ."
of that article by presenting a thematic literature for the
eighth grade, examining thr ee aspects of courage,
The general objectives for this unit are:
1 . To make students aware of the shallowness
of the popular concept of courage .
2. To provide students with the opportunity
to sift and evaluate character in determining
whether a man is truly courageous
3. To help students realize the importance of
maintaining personal integrity and courage
4, To present students with the challenge of

seeking the joys of
Christian life .

a

prope rly motivated

COU RA G E I S GA LLANT ACT I ON
Students begin by examining the popular concept of
courage as propounded by newspaper features and R EAD ERS
D IGE ST heroics.
No new m aterial is taught; the teacher
has only to guide the discussion after providing an initial
e xample of a cour ageous act. *1
Students then divide into
groups, each group preparing a report including its defini
tion of cour age, an e xample that supports its definition, an
analysis of why the acti.on was cour ageous, and a concluding
statement. F ollowing the group r eports, the teacher fills in
weak spots, illustr ate s the short- comings of the popular
concept, and guides the class to a definition of popular courage.
The ideas of a spur -of-the-mom ent action, the absence of
consider ation of personal danger , and the application of
culturally conditioned values should som ewher e be incorporated
into the definition.

COU RAGE AVOI D S EXC E S S

T

he Aristotelian concept o f courage is next consider ed.
B efor e presenting the introductory lecture, the teacher must
be well acquainted with Aristotle's Doctrine of the Golden
M e an found in the NIC OMACHE AN E THICS.
Courage is
studied as a virtue which a man, in or der to be virtuous,
must exer cise "at the right times, with r eference to the
right obje cts, toward the right people, with the right motive
and in the right way. "
The mean of the virtue cour age is between those two
e xtremes which destroy it, the extremes of excess (rashness)
.
and defect (cowardice) , an d is difficult to attain. After the
intr,oduction, the teacher distributes sheets containing such
questions as, "Should br avery motivated by fear of punish
m ent be consider ed cour age ?" "Is a brave m an ever afraid ?"
S tudent s then proceed. to ev iu uate literary char acters and their
deeds on the basis of their circumstances, char acter, and
motivation before deciding whether or not an individual is
virtuous or has an excess or defect of cour age. E xcellent
m aterials for this activity ar e ''E dmund G. Ross " from Ken
nedy' s PROF ILES IN C OURAGE (Teen-age Abridged Version) ;
Plato 's account of the death of Socrates; " To Build a F ir e "
by Jack London ; and, from the PILOT SERIE S, B OO K TWO,
·
"Child Pione er , " "Battle of the Breakwater," and "The
Legend of Kate Shelley. "
Students are then assigned a r eport on a longer work
dealing with courage , applying the D octrine of the Golden
M ean. F or example,
An introductory chapter of PROF ILES IN COURAGE
contains this statem ent, "Compromise need not mean
cowardice." D aniel W ebster sacrificed his name and
the possiblity of a presidential nomination by his
decision to compromise r ather than side with his
friends whose position favoring the abolishment of
slavery m ade Southern states threaten to secede from
the Union. Evaluate D aniel Webster ' s act of making
the "Seventh M ar ch " speech in term s of the Doctrine
·

1.

"The Long Jump" and "A F ight with an Octopus"
SERIES, BOOK TWO ) m ay be recalled.

( P ILOT

of the Golden Mean by commenting on his motive for
doing it, the circumstances which led to his action, and
his character. Then tell if the statement "C ompromise
need not mean cowardice" is applicable to Webster 's
case and whether he actually possessed true courage. *2

COU RA G E I S S E LF-AS N EGAT I ON
The Christian concept of cour age, the last section of this
unit, focuses on New Testament heroes such as Peter, John,
Stephen and Paul, whose cour age embr aces yet transcends the
E ach of these men
other kinds exemplified and studied.
r e cognized his Christian obligations and did not flinch in the
f ace of consequences. The Apostolic father s provide beauti
ful examples of the Spirit-motivated Christian courage of
Paul speaks for them all when he writes,
self-abnegation.
"F or me to live is C hrist." This, then, is the supreme moti
v ation for enduring the slander and cruelty of men "without
the pale."*3
Again, students should m ake a r evised definition for
this concept of cour age and defend it with any of a number
Once this is completed, the
of specific Bible passages.
teacher assigns a problem-solution composition which will
lead him to examine whether his own Values and principles
ar e truly Spirit-motivated . F or exam·ple , "You ar e a rising
young defense attorney r equested to defend a man about
whose innoc ence both you and the gener al .public are in
doubt. Would you defend the man or not? " After completion
this as signment, the class will be r e act y to m ake a final
definition of cour age.
F ar too often junior high literature is a wasteland
of ill- suited works sandwiched between prepositions and com 
pound sentences without careful scrutiny of the enlighten
ing possibilities it could offer. Teaching literatur e themati
c ally is peculiarly fitted to junior high, for young teenagers
ar e beginning to grope towards broader horizons yet they
need a carefully order ed frame of r eference which will offer
them room to become involved in both social and religious
r elationships.

2.

3.

THE MIRACLE WORKER, (Gibson), The
Troj an War (Hamilton' s M YTHOLOGY ) THE
BIG WAVE (Buck), KAREN, WITH LOV E
FROM KAREN (M arie Killilea), DEATH
BE NOT PROUD (Gunther ) , DIARY OF
ANNE F R ANK, APRIL M ORNING (F ast),
THE SM ALL WOMAN (Burgess)
I'd suggest the r eading of the Phillips or New English
ver sions for clarity .

other titles:
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Selectin g a·n d Producing the High School Play
M E R L. E M E ET E R *
·

Only drama that edifies as it entertains is worthy of our

C.hristian schools and is presentable before God. But delight
fully instructive plays - tragedies as well as comedies - are
not easily adapted to Christian-school staging for sever al
reasons: 1) Those plays that deal with significant moral
problems ar e painful - they threaten our self-satisfaction 2)
E xcellent plays - those managing serious concepts in car efully
designed dramatic structures - are often difficult to produce
with inexperienced actors. The best plays have contrapuntal
lines of action, merging patterns of symbolism, ironic devices,
and calculated ambiguity - as well as a multiplicity of motiva
tions individualizing cr edibly complex character. 3) M any
serious contemporary plays, and that excludes most far ces
and melodram as, reflect the violent naturalistic reaction of
Ibsen, Strindberg, Zola, Hauptman, Shaw, Chekkov, and O•Neill
to the poetic diction, the theatrical cliches, and the idealized
char acters of romantic dram a (early 1800' s). The naturalista;
wrote polemics designed to shock their audiences with social
economic injustices, with crude, vulgar, and profane char ac
ters, with loathe some environments, and with pathetic incidents.
But naturalism and the outgrowing modern theater have
interpretations of life that deserve our attention - as do exis
tentialist dram a and the theater of the absurd, although even
professional groups have trouble making sense of these plays
for their audiences - and the judicious C hristian director can
m ake imaginative em endations without dissipating the integrity,
the thematic import of the work. Plays usually r equir e ab
br eviation, and the sensible producer consider s the capabilities
and tolerances of his audience. Program notes can be helpful
and dignified without being either satirical remonstrances or
Pharisaical homilies. Every teacher engages daily in similar
explication as he discusses liter ary works with his classes.
The dram a, too, is educative and requires expert commentary;
mor eover , the Christian constituency is entitled - by the
adjective - to considerate enlightenment.
I suggest as possibilities the following good popular
plays: ABE LINCOLN IN ILLINOIS, THE C AINE MUTINY,
TWELVE ANGRY M EN, THE GLASS MENAGERIE , THE
DIARY OF ANNE F R ANK, THE MIRACLE WORKER, SUNRISE
AT C AMPOBELLO, and A RAISIN IN THE SUN - though I
do not want to imply that their author s present a Christian
* M R. M E ET ER1 A . a . 1 CAL.V I N C O L. L. E G E 1 M . A . UN I V E R
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view of reality (a playwright gives, explicitly or implicitly,
his idea of destiny through his working out of plot and the
final disposition of his characters).
Not all good plays ar e contempor ary, of course;
therefore, consider also ANTIGONE, MACBETH, A MID
SUMMER NIGHT 'S DR EAM, THE ME�CHANT OF VENIC E,
AS YOU LIKE IT, JULIUS CAESAR, Molier e's MISER, Schil
ler 's MARY STUART, Goldsmith'sSHE STOOPS TO CONQUER,
R ostand's CYRANO DE BERGERAC, Chekhov's THE CHERRY
ORCHARD, Ibsen' s A DOLL 'S HOUSE, Shaw's PYGMALION,
and Wilde's THE IM PORTANCE OF BEING E ARNEST. (I
would also enjoy seeing dr amatizations of THE PILGRIM 'S
PROGRESS and DON QUiXOTE. )

T

'he main criteria for selection are invariable: aesthetic
excellence and conceptual-moral seriousness. Serious drama
presents characters in conflict, struggling against their sinful
natures to conduct themselves rightly and honorably, to r esist
the lure of passion and destroy the idol of intellection in the
battle to achieve truth and happiness - or even more frequently,
perhaps, mistakenly and r ebelliously to seek satisfaction in the
passions and the intellect. F or most dramatists are not
Christians ; therefor e, they are often confused, shrill, belliger
ent, desperate, contradictory, arrogant, cynical, and hum anis
tic. But much of the Christian life is admonition - warning;
God's child learns m any things by contrast, by the anthithetical
principle of rejecting the evil while affirming the good. Drama
is a human, existential laboratory for such learning; henc e, the
Christian director 's interpretation and counsel should educe
godly responses and attitudes.
Choose a play for your students of which as Christian
believer and literary critic you need not be ashamed. Adapt
it imaginatively to the rhetoric-dramatic abilities of your
cast and the moral per ceptiveness and cultur al maturity of
your audience. Stage it somewhat austerely - with elegant
simplicity, rather than meretricious and distracting detail.
R ehearse it scrupulously and intensively ; but be adamant
about keeping students in their regular classes - a good
discipline for you and the young people, a necessary charity
in the faculty fraternity,-sorority. And finally, expect detrac
tors to say: "That kiss was too long" ; • 'That skirt was too
short" ; "Was that real wine in that glass?" ; "I go just for
belly laughs; don't tryta edjacate me" ; "My boy will never
be a part of such nonsense again" (The unfortunate scion
messed up his lines). Christian director s must be humorous
and magnanimous.
Education for freedom in Christ is awesome and often
disheartening, but we may not repudiate our mandate out of
fear, apathy, ignorance, or frustration. All human culture
brought back under the redemptive rule of our King is the goal
of Christian education, and also, therefore, of the Christian
production of dr am a.

H a nu kkah s c e n e : D IA R Y O F A N NE FRAN K
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School Music - ()ver view

an

W.

en one considers the arts, both f�ne and m anual,
which are taught in the Christian school curriculum, it is
r ather obvious that if one were to be singled out, music is
that art which receives the bulk of our attention, In consider
ation, this issue of the CEJ is devoted to a critical look at
some areas in which the music educators and classroom
teacher s ar e involved.
When r eflecting upon much of our past experience in
music, it strikes me that the fine arts in general have be en
viewed in . our cir cles with some degr ee of suspicion an d
"peasant" pr acticality. Our history and background has shown
us to be afraid of the classics and suspicious of culture. In
an effort to live pious and Bible-centered lives, we have
fr equently neglecte d a search for God walking throughout
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his cr eation via the arts. F or some time, ther efore, our
music in the Christian school was - and still is in some
c ases - limited to the tunes the teacher acquir ed back in
Sunday School days. Our early choir directors even had to
apologize to the constituency for singing in English, or for
such American contributions as the negro spiritual. Our
C alvinistic background also dictated that our singing be
unison, unaccompanied settings of the psalms. Considering
our austere background then, we have indeed made giant
steps forward in view of the choir s and bands which we have
developed today in our schools. F urther evidence is the high
r atings which these groups have earned in competition in
state-sponsored music festivals.

P RE S E NT STAGNAT I ON
It is my opinion, while gr anting the above, we must
also be honest to admit that much of our music teaching to
day has r eached a point of stagnation. Too many music
educator s are deceived in thinking that they have ar rived
musically. They then choose to rest on the basis of their
festival laurels, audience plaudits, or classroom blastings.
M any music educators and classroom teacher s at the ele
mentary, secondary, and college levels of Christian education
ar e decades behind some of the exciting happenings in contem 
por ary music education. I believe that w e have for much too
long entertained our selves by singing and playing the same
old "War -hor ses" over and over again. F or too long our
conception of a good music progr am is one which is enthus
i astically r eceived by the parent audience. I for one am mor e
than ready to hear some new works performed, those out of
our experiential background; I am just as ready to lay aside
for some time our annual, annual, annual presentations of
such works as the "Me ssiah," the "Seven L ast Words," the
"B attle Hymn, " "God of Our F ather s , " and "Stars and
Stripes F orever ." This is not to say that these works have
no value, but that they have received too much of our attention
at the neglect of a larger repertoir e. They have placed a
limiting factor on our musical acquaintance, knowledge, en
joyment, and involvement; and we have contented our selves
to a too-specific list of offerings.
I believe that we, as Christian educators, believing and
understanding the force and impact of the cultural m andate,
should through advanced study, private research, and com 
munal workshops attempt to stay abreast of current develop
ments in music education ; and in addition, perhaps through

our own investigation

and experimentation, lead the way in

some areas of musical practice, These pages could serve as

an exciting open forum for a discussion and critique of the
successes and failures which we have experienced in music
education,

music and public

relations, hymns

and hymnals, (see this

issue), music workshops, music and the classroom teacher,
supervisor ,

college offerings

and prepar edness,

strings, the orchestra, vocal techniques and apparatus, music

in chapel, special music, football and the band, repertoir e,
ensembles,

m adrigals,

the

changing

voice,

the

humanities class, the r ecorder, organ or keyboard class, pep

bands, formations, contemporary music, appreciation, music
literature, student guidelines for popular music, folk music,
folk

old

sing,

stylistic

songs

and new hymns, and not simply relying on

favorite s.

recordings

and

It

means

studying new literature from

explanatory materials,

and familiarization

music fundamentals. The secondary

and college level

r esearching an d digging to find just the "right" materi als,

sideration of any number of the following topics: creativity,

the

the

instructors will probably have to spend we eks in the summ er ,

A quick perusal of our efforts in music suggests a con

festivals,

m aterials. F or the grade teacher this means taking time to
learn new

with

S OM E FORU M T OPI CS

the music

great degree of willingness to prepare and search for new

awarness (lines, shape, contour),

musicianship, and musical standards,

in

addition to keeping

an eye and ear open throughout the

year . Teaching dem ands that we search out the good things,
those

educationally

m ediocr e,

our selves with the
years

sound,

the tawdry.

and reject the third rate, the

We can no longer amuse or satisfy

same old hoopla and

sand-box stuff of

back, We should familiarize our students and consti

tuency with such works as the mass, the requiem, the motet,
the

cantata,

r enaissance

now to

the

concerto,

as well

move from

of being disliked or

the symphony, the overture -

as contemporary sounds, Let us begin

the confines of the familiar. At the risk
of endangering public relations, let us

educate, and forget about the size of the audience, or how the
"new" sounds happen to hit grandm a' s ears,

In order to have an exciting, vibrant, and energetic

music program in our schools, the teachers must assume a

S OM E B E N E FI T S

i believe

that if the schools could do this job of educating

our students to a wide variety and sound program of music,
our problem with a lack of taste in church music would also
begin to

resolve

itself.

closely par allel or

Our advance in school music will

even lead the way to a similar advance

of standards in church music. As our students � e disciplined,
technically advanced, and exposed to a widening vista of

the

classics,

they will surely not be satisfied with " mush"

in the divine worship service, God reveals something of his
gr eat beauty, perfection, m aj e sty, order , and glory through
the great works of art, and we Christians surely should have
open ears, eyes, minds, and hearts to behold and r eceive Him
through this revelation,

WHAT !

PLAN HYMNS TOO
VERYLYN

Make a joyful noise unto the Lord, all ye lands,

Serve the Lord with gladness: come before his
pr esence

with

singing,

Psalm

100: 1

and

2,

When the Old Testament C hurch was assembled for the

worship of God, they offered their priase in song, The whole
Book of P s al m s is a r ecor d of the subject m atter of their
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D l R E CTOR IN THE
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songs: praise, prayer, penitence, salvation, God 's mer cy and
love,

His

hope

and

str ength and goodness, God's grace, the sinner' s
trust,

Since

this

tim e

music has been closely

associated with religious experience, Music is a gift of God

used for the enrichment of m an ' s life

and adoration of God,

In the worship service of the Christian Church today, music
plays

an

important role in the form of the congregational

hymn,

In

the devotional period which begins each school day,

the hymn should also be given a prominent place,

We should be deeply concerned about the kinds of hymns

used in our Christian Schools and the manner in which they
are being used, Hymns are capable of leaving impressions on
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Christian youth and providing them a means for expression of
their faith. They impress the teachings of Scripture upon
young and old, and they provide the C hristian with a language
of devotion to express praise and worship to God. Because
the hymn has such- a great influence upon r eligious beliefs
and practices, teachers should be careful to use only hymns
of the best quality.
The hymns we use should be in harmony with the
Biblical concept of a triune God, or His attributes, and of
man' s r elationship to Him. The words should be true to the
teachings of the church and in keeping With the objectives of
the Christian educational progr am. They should have literary
merit and quality. Since a good hymn is praise, or prayer
poetry set to music, it should be good poetry. Ideas and
vocabulary used in hymns should have meaning to the pupils
- at least after necessary explanation. The hymn-text should
express genuine emotion and true sentiment without being
trite and mawkish. The melody should be within the pupil's
vocal range. The melodic lines and rhythmic accents should
match the words and serve to enhance and enrich the meaning
and message of the hymn.
Turning to the Book of Psalms once more, we note that both
Psalm 96 and Psalm 98 begin with these words: "0 sing unto
the Lord a new song
" We find here first of all a mandate
to sing songs to the Lord in our worship; secondly, to sing
new songs (not only the old familiar ones we alr eady know) ;
an d thirdly, to sing the old familiar songs i n a new way. This
does not necessarily mean old words set to new tunes, but
with r enewed understanding so the words of the hymn take on
new meanings for the expr ession of our faith each time we
sing them .
• • • •

E LE M E NT S OF ORGAN I ZAT I ON
Every teacher in our C hristian schools should plan a
hymn progr am for his or her clssroom in keeping with the
command given in Psalm 96: 1. In order to do this we must be

willing to change from an old routine to a new program . Let• s
do away with the usual fifteen-minute "Hymns by Request"
sessions which opens so many of our devotional periods and
inaugurate a program of hymn singing and study with some
meaning and purpose. It takes very little work on the part of
the teacher to announce "hymn request time" during the
devotional period, but after singing eight hymns of various
types and subjects, what impressions are left with you or
the students ? Perhaps only this: "I wish Jimmy would choose
some other number besides 326 - I•m getting too sick of
that one ! "
Also, ar e your students still singing: "
leads against
the for e" in ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS ? Have you heard
it ? Have you stopped to explain that the word is foe, meaning
enemy - and enemy of what?
It will take more thought and preparation to launch a
hymn program which has some specific goals. It will also take
some thought on what constitutes a good hymn. It will mean a
search for resource materials on the background of Christian
hymnody, hymns, authors and composers. It m ay mean select
ing a good hymnal for your classrooms, or supplementaz: y
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hymnals and r ecorded examples of good hymns as teaching
aids, It will mean a willingness on the part of the teacher to
search for hymns beyond his or her perhaps limited r eper 
toir e, or examining those already known for their musical,
literary and scriptural worth, It means looking for new ways
to introduce or teach hymns. It means understanding the
truths expr essed and the vocabulary used in a hymn so you
can com municate its meaning to children or young adults,
too, Work? Yes ! Rewarding ? Doubly so ! !
A P LA N N ED P ROGRA M
How do we organize a hymn progr am ? F ir st decide upon
a theme. It can be built around the seasons of the liturgical
or chur ch year: Advent, Christmas, Epiphany, L ent, E aster,
Ascension, Pentecost, Trinity, R eform ation and Thanksgiving,
A progr am could be based upon the Twelve Articles of F aith,
or the Apostles ' Cr eed, the petitions of the Lord' s Prayer ,
divisions of the Heidelberg C atechism, Hymns from other
L ands, etc.
After selecting a theme, decide how frequently a new
hymn will be introduced - weekly or bi-weekly - and determine
the number of hymns needed. In selecting the hymns for the
series keep a balance between new hymns to be learned, and
old ones about which you will learn new things. Think of
im aginative ways to arouse the pupils ' interest in the pro
gram and in each hymn. Remember to keep your own interest
and enthusiasm high - it is little wonder if the pupils find a
hymn dull if the teacher has little enthusiasm for it, Your
teaching methods should be varied - avoid routine. Make use
of illustrations, information about the background of the hymn
or its author or composer, obj ects of art, Christian symbols,
Scripture passages and phonogr aph r ecords to pr epar e the
way for learning a new hymn. Relating the hymn to the experi
ences of the pupils may be beneficial, Make the language of
the text m eaningful to the student. Discuss the hymn as a
class and determine its theme. Use it as choral or responsive
r eadings - read it as a pr ayer if it is a prayer -hymn. If the
poetic for m of the text results in awkwar d wor d order have
pupils r ewrite some of the stanzas in their own words. Have
pupils draw pictures or make posters to illustrate certain
truths expr essed in the hymn. Have the students memorize
selected ver ses of some of the hymns.
But, you say, all this is taking so much - tim e and we
haven't sung the hymn as yet. True, but you will not be using
all of the suggested devices with every hymn, or even every
day, and ther e will be some time left for "requests." And
after a hymn has been studied, then sung, it will assume a
new meaning for the singer, and he will have sung "
unto
the Lord a new song, " in a new way:
• • •

RESOURCE MATERIALS F OR A STUDY OF HYMNS

Hymnals which include information on the hymn, author
or composer:
1, C hristian Hymns, ed. by Luther Noss. World Publishing
Company, New York. 1 18 great hymns of the Christian
Church, (Paper - $ 1 .95)
2, A C alendar of Hymns 53 hymns of the American
Christian Year - words music, and their stories,
compiled by F r ederic Fox. Doubleday and Co., Inc.,
Garden City, N.Y. (Paper - $ 1.45)
3. We Sing to God Vol. I - F estival Hymns: Advent
through Pentecost
We Sing to God Vol. II - Trinity Season
Augsburg Publishing House (Paper - 35� each)
4, Songs of Joy - through the Church Year. Fortress Press,
Philadelphia. 1 1 8 hymns, $2,95
5. Church S chool Hymnal for Children (Leaders E dition)
Grades 3-6. The 4 1 6 pages include the page from the
pupils edition plus facing pages with teaching helps.
Includes thr ee 7 -inch L P recordings of 14 of the less
familiar hymns. Lutheran Chur ch Press, Philadelphia.
$4.75, An excellent source of material.
Literature on hymns:
1, Hymn of the Month - series of monthly articles in THE
CHURCH HER ALD, weekly magazine of the Reformed
Church in America. The August issue lists the hymns
to be covered each month through September, 1967.
This series of monthly articles began October 1, 1965.
2 . The Handbook to the Lutheran Hymnal, Concordia
Publishing House. $ 6 ,00,
3. Handbooks to hymnals of other denominations,
Phonograph Recordings:
1. Songs from the C hildren's Hymnbook - 23 selections 
NUCS
2. Hymns by the Dordt College Concert Choir 1964 - 1 6
hymns from the Psalter Hymnal, 1 9 5 9 edition.
Hymns by the Dordt College Concert Choir 1965 (Hymns
one side only) Available from Dordt College, Sioux
C enter, Iowa. $ 4.00 each.
3. Great Lutheran Hymns - 2 3 hymns - 19 of them from
"We Sing to God" Vol. L Lutheran Church Supply
Stores, $ 3.58,
4. M any other fine r ecordings of hymns available through
Lutheran C hurch Supply Stor es.
5. A Time for Singing - an album of three 12-inch LP
records selling for only $4.95, Recorded are selected
stanzas from all of the 62 hymns found in The Hymn
of the Week (paper) hymnal which costs 25�. (Of these
62 hymns, 15 ar e from the Psalter Hymnal, 13 from the
Worship and Service Hymnal, and 17 from the National
Union's new Hymns for Youth.) Also just released is the
book: Hymns - How to Sing Them: a guideline for te ach
ing hymns which also includes a chapter on each of the
62 hymns in The Hymn of the Week. $ 1 .75, All three of
these tremendous teaching aids are available from Augs
burg Publishing House, Minneapolis.

Suggested hymnals for classroom use:
1. The Childrens' Hymnbook - NUC S
2, Hymns for Youth - NUCS
3. Psalter Hymnal - Chr. Ref. Publishing House
4, Worship and Service Hymnal - Hope Publishing Company
5, The Junior Hymnal (Paper - 75�) Concordia - 81 hymns
for Primary or Intermediate gr ades,
6. The Hymn of the Week (se e Recordings - "A Time F or
Singing").
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C hristian, and so he live s even today. Much is being written

editorial
BETT E R

about the new approach to mathematics, modern trends in the

B I B LE T EAC H I NG

social studies, and the linguistic approach to the teaching of

r eading, but how

Our
this

schools

involves

are

much

called Christian

s chools.

more than the teaching

Although

of Bible, there

is "Bible teaching" in every gr ade from kindergarten through
senior high.

With such total

r esults,

of Bible
Lord,
life,

coverage

we would expect wonderful

Our graduates should not only have good m astery

inform ation, but should be fully committed to the

r eady and able

to do battle for Him in every area of

That this is not the case is obvious ,

The receipt of

four articles - from New Jersey, Iowa, Indiana, and C alifornia
shows that concern is widespread,
These

tion.

articles do more than merly deplore the situa

Suggested improvements r ange from greater teacher

piety to better techniques to total curriculum r evision.
Teachers

must do

deplore the situation.

more

than r ead the

articles

But what?

and

energetic, lively

much gei:mine concern is expressed about
and practical teaching of the Bible ? How

much of our Bible teaching is truly the teaching of the ' 'Living

Word " ? Is merely reading Bible stories in the classroom
from one of the m any good Bible story books actual teaching
·

of the Living Word ?
Since

our

Bible

Christian

teaching is the cor e of the curriculum in

s chools,

we

should be deeply and vitally in

terested in "feeding the litUe lambs" so that they will grow
up to be " men of God," The teachers of the primary grades,

as well as those of the upper grades and secondary schools,

have a wonderful opportunity and privilege, nay duty, to make
Bible teaching one of the best taught courses in the school,

truly interesting to and loved by the pupils. This, of course,
cannot be

accomplished in our own strength, "Be strong in

the Lord, " we ar e admonished in God's Word, Lean heavily
upon the heavenly F ather. Never fail to ask the Lord of Life

to qualify you for

teaching His

Word

as the Living Word.

The first step, then, to successful teaching of the Living

J, B.

Word is to

"speak oft with thy Lord. " This is the primary

sour ce of inspiration, Then, being filled with the Spirit, we
can use every

lesson

The Living Word
H A R RY D E B LA E Y *

means that God gives us to make the Bible

a living reality in the lives of the pupils. C ertainly,

we should pr epar e ourselves well for such an important and

I NT RODU CI N G T H E D E PA RT M ENT E DI T OR
J O H N B RON D S E M A1 A , B , CALV I N C O L L E G E , M , A , U N I 

is not interesting. It is not vital. It doe sn't

V E RS I TY

OF

M I C H I GAN ,

touch practical every day living, It doesn't seem to have life .

S CH O O L S

IN

M I C H I GAN

The Bible

The Bible is a dead book! The God of the Bible is dead ! These

ar e oft-repeated and fr equenUy accepted concepts today. Not

only is Bible knowledge at a low ebb - witness the answer s to
Bible questions on television quizzes - but interest in the

Bible, let alone belief in it, is almost at the bottom of the list
of modern concern.

"Thy Word is

path,

a lamp to my feet and a light upon my

Thy Word is Truth," So speaks and believes the true

C LA I R T EAC H E RS C O L L E G E , N E W J E R S E Y1 I S A T EA C H 
ER

IN

TH E

B E LL F LOW E R
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s acred mission, R eading to ourselves car efully and pr ayer
fully the Bible passage as well as the Bible story itself,
r eflecting upon the m ain thrust and em phasis of the story,
and even "practice telling" the story: all can be very helpful
in pr eparing to teach the Bible les son,
Th e actual telling of the Bible story plays also a lar ge
part in truly presenting it as the Living Wor d, Usually telling
the story instead of reading it allows for mor e freedom of
expression, better eye to eye contact with the pupilsL more
n atural gestur es, and gr eater satisfaction for both pupils and
teachers. A catching phr ase, a pertinent question, an interest
ing pictur e, any of the se can help us to lead into the story and

to dr aw the inter est and attention of the boys and girls. Relating
parts of the Bible story to experiences in the children 's lives
will help to hold their interest, Tactful application of the
Bible le sson so that the children can learn to see how it is
r elated to their own lives and experiences will help to m ake
the lesson a Living Wor d,
The enthusiasm of the teacher, her tone of voice, her
m ental attitude, gestur es, facial expressions - all aid in
m aking God's Word live in the hearts of her pupils, Give to
your pupils the Living Word in such a way that they can learn
to see the Word living in you. You will be surprised to find
how "great is your reward, "

Our Bible Teaching C an Be Improved

M any time s we hear

the remark, "Ar en't our children
overfed on Bible stories? They hear the Scriptures r ead thr ee
times a day ; they attend church ; they listen to the Sunday S chool
lesson ; they have their catechism ; and besides all this they
attend the Christian school where Bible teaching is a daily
occur renc e,"
It is true that our children ar e blessed with many op
portunities to hear about God and His work, but does this mean
they they ar e overfed ? Does this mean that the pupils of our
C hristian schools ar e saturated with religious knowledge ? I
hardly think so,
M any times we are disappointed when we "test" our
childr en (and grown-ups, too ) about Bible matters, Certainly,
a quiz about a j ust- studied, previewed, and r eviewed Bible
lesson brings beautiful results, but in a Bible game where
the questions can be taken from any book of the Bible the
an swer s reveal m any failures,
On the one hand we have the complaint that our children
ar e receiving too much instruction from the Bible, and on the
other hand we ar e disappointed when we notice how little of
what was taught is r etained. R ecogni zing the se two facts m akes
us wonder. What is the r eason for the existence of these two
seemingly contr adictory facts ? Are the brains of our pupils
like a colander, or, perhaps, could our teaching method be
impr actical and unsatisfactory ? One of my educator s (It could
have been John Amos Comenius, but I am not sur e) taught me,

• 'Whenever there is som ething wrong i n your school, sear ch
for the deficiency in you and in your teaching." In view of
this advice let us not first of all put the blame on our pupils,
but let us examine our way of teaching.
P OSSI B LE PI T FA L LS
Perhaps a teacher in the lower gr ade s depends too much
on her beautiful Bible story books. She just sits down and reads
the stories from her Bible story book to her pupils. M any
times this teacher assum es that she can never improve the
m anner of story telling of the author , and that it would be
impossible to learn the stories by heart. Ther efor e, the only
thing to do is to r ead them to the class.
Perhaps a teacher of the middle gr ades, and the one of
the upper gr ades, too, follows the schedule of the workbooks
very faithfully. Ev e ry day the assignment is given, and the
childr en have a clear -cut idea of what they have to do: read
the exercises, find the answers in the Bible, and fill in the
blanks. When the answers have been put in the proper place,
the pupil is finished, and he can close his book, However , what
did he learn? F or how long can he r emember what he learned,
and what he filled in ? I am sur e m any of us are not too happy
about the r esults of our teaching, and ther efore we should try
to find som e ways of improvement.
·
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F ir st of all, let us vary our ways of teaching as much as
we can, One day we m ay read the Bible to the children (while
they follow the r e ading) ; some other day the pupils do the
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down, when their heads are resting on the desks, they do not
show r everence, and we can be sur e that the attention is not
at a high level,
It is not enough that the childr en enjoy the Bible lesson,
because we are not mere entertainer s, We ar e trying to "Teach
for Keeps." M@y time s we are surprised and also disap
pointed about the amount of knowledge just plain forgotten,
What can be done to avoid too much forgetting?
·

C J.I
I Ef A
o l'
K eEP S

r eading, Once in a while the teacher can r ead the story from
one of the Bible story books, but most often the teacher should
tell the Bible story in her own words, We should tell the stories
not only to the first and second gr aders, but our seventh and
eighth grader s love it, too. We should try to tell the stories
dr am atically, so that the children see what happened, The
story has to unfold itself in the classroo m .
I remember o n e day when I told "S am son and the Lion"
to my third gr ader s, I just walked in front of the class back
and forth, and in the meantime I talked about the bride in
Timnath, Suddenly I spotted the lion behind a tree. My desk
became the tr ee, and very cautiously I sneaked around the
tree and came closer and closer to the lion. The class was as
quiet as could be. Nobody stirr ed while I approached the king
of the beasts, F inally, when I had torn the animal to pieces,
we r ealized that one of the boys had followed me around the
tree in pursuit of the lion,
E specially in the lower gr ade s, but also in the inter 
mediate and junior high grades, the telling o f the Bible stories
is very effective. It is true that our pupils have to learn to do
r esear ch, but ther e will be enough time to look up and to fill
in blanks,
While the Bible lesson is conducted we should watch the
childr en's posture. Let them sit up straight. When they lie
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RET E NT I ON BY R E P ET I T I ON AND REVI EW
Whenever we m e et a name or term we should write it
on the blackboard, If the word is quite difficult we should let
the class say it in unison, probably about five times. When it is
tim e for spelling, let' s give it a try then, too . If we want our
childr en at school to r etain that which we teach, we should
r epeat and r eview often, and, of course, we should put in as
m any variations as possible. We might throw in many oral
quizzes, We hardly need to take time for pr eparation, for the
questions can be formulated at the spur of the moment. In
order to be sur e that everyone is thinking hard, make the
pupils take a piece of paper, and let them write the answers
to the ten questions you ar e planning to give, These questions
can be about a story found in Genesis or a verse learned from
the book of R evelation, After the answers ar e written down, let
the children exchange papers, You read the answers, and they
check each other ' s paper . M ay I give a warning at this point?
Please, don't spoil the fun by grading every quiz !
Our pupils o f today are our future fathers an d mothers,
and we pray that they will be C hristian fathers and mothers
who will read the B ible to their childr en, We can help by teach
ing them to r ead the Bible orally, After the child has passed
through the middle gr ades there is so little time for or al
r e ading, and yet it is so important, We should try to find
tim e for oral Bible reading, no m atter how busy our daily
s chedule is, When F ather can r ead the Bible clearly, interest
ingly, r ever ently, and meaningfully, his family will benefit,
and God's Word, read in this m anner, will give him a greater
opportunity to know God and to serve and honor Him ,
Do our pupils know the geogr aphy of the Bible lands ?
Do they realize the sm allness of the land of Isr ael ? It is amaz
ing to find out that so much happened in such a small ar eal
In order to let the childr en in on the geogr aphy I often draw
a m ap on the blackboar d and put in the necessary bodies of
water, towns, mountains, etc, It takes just a little time, and
yet the Bible events become clearer and are often seen in a
differ ent light,
Let me conclude by giving a few r em arks about the
m emorization of B ible verses, Whenever we tell the children
to memorize a verse we should explain it thoroughly, A pas
s age well under stood is e asier to learn by heart than a piece
which is quite meaningless to the learner .
Her e again: Let us ' 'Teach for Keeps, " When a ver se
has been learned it should be r epeated again and again, Even
a verse memorized a year or two year s ago should be taken
up again. You will ask "Where will we find the time ?" I have
solved this problem by quitting the r egular subjects at ten
minutes to twelve, and the se remaining ten minutes are used
for all kinds of purposes, In unison we say the Bible ver ses,
or tim e tables, or B ible books, or American presidents.
Sometimes we play arithmetic gam e s ; at other time s . we
take the capitals of the states, I try to put in as many varia
tions as possible. The r esults are that the children have a
good time, and I do "Teach for Keeps."
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'hey _surely know their verses. And how eagerly they
listened to the story. Wouldn't the seventh grade Bible teacher
love to have such response ! What can we do to keep that spark,
that desire to learn? And Bible of all subjects ! Is it at all
possible to make it a challenging discipline ?"
The supervisor was deep in thought after visiting his
primary classes, The teachers wer e following the Bible out
line and he had no doubt that the pupils wer e learning the
material well. But he couldn't shake from his mind the com
m ents of teacher s and supervisor s serving on upper educational
levels, Students were uninterested in and even openly indif
ferent to their Bible . study, This was true even for those who
had no learning problems, Oh, they would perform to get the
grade they wanted but ,was their heart in it?
His thoughts went on: "Is the Bible becoming for them
The Book they will never outgrow, which will always con
tribute new insights into the love, mercy and justice of God,
which will comfort and exhort them, which will calm their
doubts and fear s and which will guide them in every situation
and every relationship? Yes, this is quite a goal for which to
strive. But may we be satisfied with anything less ?
"It isn•t lack of knowledge ; it's the attitude, the lack of
evidence of accepting the Bible truths for themselves and
living in obedience to these truths. This is what disturbs us.
· "We must work on this, the teachers and myself, And
yet ther e are so m any other tasks r equiring our attention,
But somewher e, somehow we must begin." Begin at the
primary level ?
Primary pupils are neither uninterested nor indiffer ent,
Teachers encounter a minimum of resistance to learning; it' s
r elatively easy to motivate young children. There are, of
course, those who cannot r emember as well as others, but
they ar e helped with their memory passages. So why begin
in the primary department?
It may just be possible that the seeds for indifference
and lack of commitment are sown within this eager, spontan
eous learning situation. We often expect young pupils to inte
gr ate learnings which seemingly have little significance for
their limited experiences, Also, m any of the Bible stories
ar e isolated from related ideas both from other storie s and
_
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chJldren's llves. Perhaps we take advantage of their
eagerness by r equiring memory work which is beyond their
understanding and which too often degener ates into rote learn
ing, Is. there perhaps a cumulative effect of all this, the
r esults of which appear later when our students ar e at an
age when we expect some evidence of a personal Christian
commitment?
Bible teaching is difficult at any level. But to teach it
effectively can be such a challenge, too.
I should like to propose the following as principles to
guide our planning for primary Bible study:
·
1. That the content selected for kindergarten be topical,
that the activities develop these topics, and that these lessons
be integrated with the devotional period. The topics selected
and developed should help the pupil understand that God is
very close to him and cares for his every need, that the Bible
teaches us how God wants us to live and what the results are
when we obey or disobey, Learning obj ectives and experiences
should be very personal,
2, That beginning in first grade we separate the teaching
of Bible from the day's devotional period by placing it in the
daily schedule at a point that makes it a distinct study of its
own, We have then acc epted Bible as an academic discipline
(which we have in theory but not in practice). To it we can now
apply, as we do to other disciplines, the educational principles
by which we select and organize content, its objectives and its
experiences, This should help us obtain a clear er focus on
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the logical organization of Biblical concepts and at the sam e
time search for a psychological sequence o f learning experi
ences.
The devotional period will then have its rightful place
as a time of pr aise, thanksgiving and supplication, a tim e to
set the tone for the day ' s work.
3, That the amount of content be limited. Ther e should
be ample time to allow pupils to come to a full understanding
of the desir ed concepts , F or e ach concept a balanced variety
of learning experiences is needed to increase capacity to
learn, to motivate learning and to provide for individual dif
fer enc es. Teacher s can direct their efforts toward the devel
opment of pedagogically planned lessons r ather than working
under pressure to ' cover ' outlined m aterial,
Limiting content will also help to provide for cumulative
learning, Whatever r epetition will take place on upper educa
tional lev�ls should do more than r einforce learning alr eady
acquired, Ther e must be provision for enlarging the con c ept
already developed and provision for incr easingly mor e m atur e
m ental effort and r eaction,
4, That the truths of S criptur e be developed through the
lives of Bible per sonalities. Those whose life stories are told
in a family setting would be best for fir st gr ade, Per sonalities

FACTS

God used to develop and establish Isr ael as a nation could be
·
the focus for second gr ade, F or third gr ade we could select
per sonalities that were important in the life of Christ and
the early chur ch,
This may seem to be a meager outline of teaching mater 
ial, but perhaps it would mean that pupils would come to the
intermediate level with mor e than a nodding acquaintance
with the people they will meet again as they continue their
Bible study.
5. That beginnings be m ade in a number of schools.
E ager teacher s and supervisors are ne eded as well as e ager
pupils. Statements of basic principles, broad concepts, learn
ing obj ectives and content organization can be submitted to
specialists for comment. Lessons can be developed and im
plemented by the classroom teacher . C onstructive evaluation
of the total effort will be effective if teacher s record on les
son plan outlines all the obj ectives, content, procedur e and
com ments, Neces sary changes can then be made as lessons
ar e pr epar ed again, The r esults of these efforts can be shar ed
with other schools .
Curriculum change can .begin i n the classroom, Are ther e
teachers who ar e willing and supervisor s who will encour age
them ?

W IT H

FAITH
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�Y is it that when

many of our students reach college
age they feel they are completely satur ated with Bible facts ?
Why does it seem as though the sponge is so completely filled,
but when it is pr essed, little personal e xpres sion comes out?
Answers ? M any,
Confessions? Testimonies? A few ,
Wher e doe s the fault lie ? We m ay easily point to the
home, The childr en act no differ ently from their par ents,
Money, prestige, and status in many families seem to be the
most important things in life.
We may indicate how the chur ch has not advanced
educationally. Much of catechism is still taught in the sam e
manner a s year s ago . But pointing out faults o f other s r e s 
ponsible for the education an d nurtur e o f the child doe s not
elevate or excuse the school 's position.
Inventory and introspe ction ar e necessary, Possibly a
complete change in the cour se of study will be needed,
At the NU CS convention in Detroit about 12 year s ago
the Christian R eformed Church r equested the schools to re
fr ain from teaching R eform ed doctrine in the schools . This
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they said should be done by the chur ch, Rightly so, But can
it be done ther e as effectively and completely as in the school ?
I don't think so , F orty five minutes a week is not a sufficient
amount of time or effort by both parties, pastor and the youth
of the church, to discuss fully the doctrines of the chur ch and
how they apply to the life of the Christian youth in a war -torn,
r acially-torn, sin-torn world,
But this does not concern us in this discussion. We
know that the school is obligated to teac h the history of the
C hur ch, God's chosen people, as contained in his Wor d and
r e corded in the Chur ch's history, the Refor mation, etc , This
leads us to teaching facts, F acts about people. F acts about
places, F acts about events, It is convenient to teach facts,
Here I think we m ake our mistake, Very e asily we teach too
m any facts without faith, We teach them academically,
True, befor e any discussion or under standing of any sub
j e ct is possible, knowledge of the facts is of prime necessity,
*
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But do we need 12 years of facts
com mitted to memory for
a week or two or even a day or two ?
Are we striving for m astery of the subj ect matter when
we ask students to be able to:
- spell all the books of the Bible
- know all the good kings and bad kings of Isr ael and
Judah, in their proper order
- r emember the left-handed judge
- know the exact location of the nomadic tribes of
Israel as they moved through the wilderness?
If so, we are teaching facts without faith.
The late D r . c. J aarsma in his book F undamentals of
Christian Education quotes Dr. F. w. Grosheide as follows:
Not facts but principle gives certainty. This know
ledge will pr event our overrating fact. But likewise
we must guard against overrating principles
It
is well that we hold to our principles, but these
principles acquire meaning only when they find
ever wider application, when facts are related to
them,
• • •

the air, and brought them unto Adam, to see what
he would call them.' Ther e lies the human unique
ness, the gift of reason, the expressiveness of
language, And it is in this ar ea of our humanity
that most subjects lie: science, government, his
tory, mathematics, literature, social studies, and
the rest. Ther e ar e the materials proper of school
education, By means of these, religious man enters
into scientific man, aesthetic man, social man,
pr actical man, and the rest. All of these are in
volved in the shaping and m aturing of the Christian
choice for God. These are the main business of the
school as school. Christian . schools in which the
God behind the r eality ther e eXplored is the one
God, *
·
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ducators today speak of teaching to meet the students•
felt needs, The study of the Bible must be thus, that it meets
the students• spiritual needs,
In grades seven though twelve why not spend more
tim e discussing, besides facts, r eal life situations - vices
and virtues:
cheating, lying, stealing - honesty
envy, greed - selflessness, sharing
stealing, plagiarism - stewardship
delinquency - obedience
excessive eating and drinking - moder ation
just to list a few ?
The Bible is r eplete with examples, stories, incidents,
and parables showing that the sins listed on the left have
not received the blessing of God, but the virtues listed on
the right have.
Why not have a course in compar ative r eligions in the
junior year and a cour se in Christian ethics in the senior
year ? In this m anner students would m eet contempor ary
problems with a Christian classroom teacher . It would aid
them in understanding mor e completely the meaning of,
"thirdly, how I am to be thankful to God for such deliver 
ance, "
The relationships between the various ar eas of study
in the curriculum seem at times to get r ather foggy, How do
you r elate m ath to Bible or physical education to Bible ?
The late Dr. Henry Zylstra wrote on Christian education
as follows:
Our schools must be schools, They must subject
Christian students to as thorough a discipline as he
is capable of in the natural, cultural, historical,
and spiritual life of man, It is as human beings that
we are Christians
,Now this humanness of our s
in which we must be educated, through which we
must express both our opposition to the spirit of
the world and our choices for the kingdom of Christ,
includes a lot,
we ar e conscious, We have mind,
We can think. We are mor al, We can make choices,
We have creative fr eedom. We can m ake things out
of things, expressive of high things, You will rem 
ember that second chapter o f Genesis: 'And God
formed every beast of the field, and every fowl of
• • •
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o you see ther e is no one subject that takes precedence
over other s in the curriculum. All of the cilrriculum is neces
sary to educate the whole child, The truths, the beliefs we
have, should be relevant to all subjects, but they all are
working for the spiritual development. This not only involves
the administrator in planning the curriculum, but the teacher
in the classroom with the students. Each life must be affected
in order that the program may be declared effective. We must
strive for meaning in life, and strive to give meaning to life.
Just this past August at the NUCS Convention in Grand Rapids,
D r . Nick Wolterstorff stated that all teaching should establish
sound relationships to life, the Christian life. We must strive
to accomplish this. If we do that, our curriculum will never ·
stand still; the lives of many will be affected positively.
Now, at the beginning of the new school year, is the time
to take inventory. Through introspection we will discover
whether we are in the rut of facts, facts, facts, without faith.
E xercise the faith each student has. Help it grow. Then we
help him grow "in gr ace and righteousness" to be a living,
vibrant Christian citizen of the Kingdom of God.
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living things ar e dependent upon one another ; they capture
energy from one another and from their environment. The
univer se is in �onstant change. "The earth is the Lord's
and the fulness ther eof.' '
E ach conceptual scheme is built upon smaller concepts
which in turn are a synthesis of subconcepts. Considered to
gether these provide the student with a network of inferences.
A student who begins to understand the network will be able
to fit observations, empirical data, or the general principles
he acquires into a meaningful pattern of how his world and
his universe works.
A junior high school science progr am must give a basic
foundation in the life sciences, the earth sciences, and the
physical sciences. F or m any students this will be their last
basic science cour se ; therefore, it is especially important
to teach the ' 'big ideas," The selection of topics and the
emphasis placed on each topic are the special province of the
teacher . The selections of materials depends on one' s outlook.
The Christian teacher is most critical in this process. In fact,
the selection of the teacher is even more important than the
selection of the textbook,
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It 's not too easy in Septem ber
To tmo w which of the m we ' ll remem ber,
Who will anticipate the ques tions
Who will forge t to do his lessons ;
Who will bring no tes from home -excuses ,
Apo logies , threats , Pleas or rus es Who 'll dawdle and require prodding,
Tne eager ones , the bored and nodding,
The ones we 'd like

a

dozen of,

The others who ne ed the extra love .
It 's not too easy zn September
To know which of the m we 'll remem ber.
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